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1!2/5/16! M.!Bradford!+!SuperSpec!team!

Summary:(
Proposing!a!long(term!collabora)on!on!a!new!instrument!program!for!wideband!1(
mm!spectroscopy!on!the!LMT.!!!Envision!working!closely!with!Umass!and!INAOE!on!
the!instrument!development!and!system!aspects.!

Stage!0:!!!Demonstrate!single!chip!on!sky!with!exis)ng!cryostat!in!~12(18!months.!

Stage!1:!!!Propose!for!NSF!ATI!(fall!2017)!for!op)mized!galaxy!follow(up!
spectrometer.!

Stage!2:!!!Take!advantage!of!8’!field!and!pursue!mul)(object!steered!spectrometer!
or!dedicated!tomography!experiment.!



Sub/mm!Spectroscopy!Reveals!the!Early!History!of!Star!Forma)on!

•  Most!of!historical!energy!release!in!
galaxies!has!been!obscured!by!dust.!

•  Imaging!surveys!lack!redshias!and!
detailed!diagnos)cs.!!Spectroscopy(
provides(3D(context(+(astrophysics(
diagnos9cs.(

•  LMT!par)cularly!compelling!for!high(
redshia!C+.!!A!mm(wave!
spectrometer!is!an!excellent!
complement!to!deep!surveys!with!
TolTEC.!

•  Sugges)ng!a!staged!approach.!!!
–  Step!0:!First!a!simple!demonstra)on!to!

enable!NSF!funding.!

–  Step!1:!ini)al!science!instrument:!a!
single(beam!spectrometer!(with!sky!
reference!pixels).!

–  Step!2:!(future)!((!8!arcminute!field!at!
LMT!poten)ally!interes)ng!for!a!mul)(
object!spectrometer.!

Riechers+13 
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Figure 8
(a) SFR densities in the FUV (uncorrected for dust attenuation) and in the FIR. The data points with symbols are given in Table 1. All
UV and IR luminosities have been converted to instantaneous SFR densities using the factors KFUV = 1.15 × 10−28 andKIR = 4.5 ×
10−44 (cgs units) valid for a Salpeter IMF. (b) Mean dust attenuation in magnitudes as a function of redshift. Most of the data points
shown are based on UV spectral slopes or stellar population model fitting. The symbol shapes and colors correspond to the data sets
cited in Table 1, with the addition of Salim et al. (2007) (cyan pentagon). Two versions of the attenuation factors are shown for
UV-selected galaxies at 2 < z < 7 (Reddy & Steidel 2009, Bouwens et al. 2012a) (offset slightly in the redshift axis for clarity): one
integrated over the observed population (open symbols), the other extrapolated down to LFUV = 0 (filled symbols). Data points from
Burgarella et al. (2013) (olive green dots) are calculated by comparing the integrated FIR and FUV luminosity densities in redshift bins,
rather than from the UV slopes or UV-optical spectral energy distributions. Abbreviations: FIR, far-infrared; FUV, far-UV; IMF,
initial mass function; IR, infrared; SFR, star-formation rate.

samples. The local FIRLF has not been drastically revised since the final IRAS analyses (Sanders
et al. 2003, Takeuchi et al. 2003); additional AKARI data did not drastically change earlier results
(Goto et al. 2011a,b; Sedgwick et al. 2011). The biggest remaining uncertainties pertain to the
faint-end slope, where measurements vary significantly from α = −1.2 to −1.8 (or, somewhat
implausibly, even −2.0) (e.g., Goto et al. 2011b). Analysis of the widest-area FIR surveys from
Herschel, such as H-ATLAS (570 deg2) (Eales et al. 2010), may help with this. The present un-
certainties lead to a difference of a factor of at least 2 to 3 in the local FIR luminosity density.
Nevertheless, as previously noted, in today’s relatively “dead” epoch of cosmic star formation, a
significant fraction of the FIR emission from ordinary spiral galaxies may arise from dust heated
by intermediate-age and older stellar populations, not newly formed OB stars. Hence, it is not
necessarily the best measure of the SFR. At higher redshifts, when the cosmic-specific SFR was
much larger, new star formation should dominate dust heating, making the IR emission a more
robust global tracer.

Local measurements of the SMD have relied mainly on purely optical data (e.g., SDSS pho-
tometry and spectroscopy) or on relatively shallow NIR data from 2MASS. There may still be
concerns about missing light, surface brightness biases, etc., in the 2MASS data (e.g., Bell et al.
2003), and deeper very-wide-field NIR data would be helpful. All-sky MIR data from WISE may
be valuable and have been used by Moustakas et al. (2013), but without extensive analysis specifi-
cally focused on this topic. Deeper NIR data covering a significant fraction of the sky, either from
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Sensi)vity!Landscape!

•  LMT!an!
unmatched!
facility!at!1!mm.!

•  Detects!ULIRG!in!
12!h,!at!any!z>5.!

•  CSST!(Caltech!
proposed!30(m!
wide!field!850(
μm!telescope!in!
Chile)!would!
complement!
LMT!at!higher!
frequencies.!

•  Assumes:!
(50!meters,!75!μm!

(2!mm!PWV!

(Dual!polariza)on!

(Chopping!to!2nd!beam!

(Filterbank!degrada)on!
factor.!
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195-310 GHz: target band 



SuperSpec!Complements!RSR!for!full(z!coverage!

•  LMT!+!
SuperSpec!
fill!the!full!z!
range.!

•  Provides!
complete!
CO!SLED!
sampling!
for!z<2.!

e.g.!z=2(3:!
SuperSpec:!!J=4,5,6…
RSR:!!J=2,3!

(>!Excited!and!
quiescent!molecular!
gas.!
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RSR on LMT 
SS on LMT 



RSR!and!SuperSpec!Complementarity!for!CO!

(Borrow!
ALMA!plot)!
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SuperSpec 

RSR 



SuperSpec!Overview!

•  SuperSpec!is!an!on(chip!spectrometer!we!are!developing!for!moderate!resolu)on,!
large!bandwidth,!(sub)millimeter!astronomy.!

•  A!single!chip!is!coupled!to!one!polariza)on!of!a!single(mode!beam!and!integrates:!
–  antenna!

–  moderate!resolu)on!(R!~!100!–!500)!filterbank!with!large!BW!(δv/v!~!0.6)!

–  associated!detectors!(KIDs)!and!readout!circuitry.!

•  Each!chip!is!~few!cm2!in!size!

•  Prototype!chips!covering!200!–!300!GHz!
range.!!Also!looking!to!higher!
frequencies.!

2/5/16! M.!Bradford!+!SuperSpec!team! 6!



SuperSpec!Technology!Status!!(more!details!in!separate!presenta)on)!

•  Currently!concentra)ng!on!200(300!GHz!
band!(best!for!LMT!anyway).!

•  Have!demonstrated!filterbank!opera)on!
throughout!this!band.!

•  Very!good!understanding!of!the!loss!in!
the!Nb!/!SiN!/!Nb!microstrip!that!we!use.!

•  Integrated!detector!white(noise!NEPs!are!
low!enough!to!be!background(limited!on!
LMT!!(lowest!NEP!KIDs!in!North!America).!

•  1/f(noise(s9ll(requires(study,(but(may(
not(be(an(issue(for(LMT(pointEsource(
spectrometer(which(can(chop.(

•  A!tweak!to!filterbank!geometry!required!
to!op)mize!channel!Q!and!efficiencies!–!
underway!now.!

•  Expect!science(ready!chip!by!end!of!
2016.!

2/5/16! M.!Bradford!+!SuperSpec!team! 7!



Proposed!LMT!instrument:!!Phase!0!

•  Demonstrate!SuperSpec!sensi)vity!on!sky!with!a!
demo!at!LMT.!!!!

•  1!or!2!chips!in!exis)ng!Caltech!cryostat.!

•  Have!exis)ng!MAKO!readout!that!we!could!use!for!
this!purpose.!!ASU!readout!also!a!possibility!

•  An)cipate!obtaining!a!few!high(z!spectra!with!the!32(
meter!sensi)vity.!

•  Strengthens!case!for!subsequent!ATI!Proposal.!

•  Target!200(300!GHz!band,!don’t!worry!too!much!
about!frequency!range,!but!make!sure!that!we!have!
high!efficiency!and!photon(limited!performance!
(basically!in!hand).!

•  Need!to!inves)gate!chopping!/!modula)on!–!can!it!be!
done!in!front!of!the!instrument?!

•  Need!to!inves)gate!op)cal!coupling!

•  Do!we!have!manpower!for!interface!soaware!on!the!
short!)mescale?!

2/5/16! M.!Bradford!+!SuperSpec!team! 8!

scott chapman
Text



Proposed!LMT!instrument:!!Phase!1!w/!50m!
•  Op)mize!for!pointed!observa)ons!of!galaxies!with!

known!posi)ons.!

•  Follow!up!of!TolTEC!ULIRGS,!roughly!1!per!night.!

•  R=400!with!2x!spectral!oversampling!is!the!op)mum!
design!given!given!our!material!loss!and!the!
proper)es!of!the!filterbank!!

•  Aim!for!195(310!GHz!for!each!chip,!so!~370!detectors!
per!chip.!

•  Chip!size!on!order!20!square!cm.!

•  Resonant!frequencies!between!100(250!MHz,!full!
chip!read!out!with!a!single!readout!line!and!cold!
amplifier.!

•  Warm!electronics!process!2!chips!per!ROACH!board!
(maybe!4?)!(Readout!an!area!ripe!for!collabora)on!
from!our!standpoint.)!

•  Instrument!has!polarizing!grid!feeding!both!
polariza)ons!of!each!sky!posi)on!to!a!separate!chip.!

•  3(5!sky!posi)ons,!source!is!chopped!between!2(3!of!
them.!

•  So!6(10!chips!+!readout!circuits!in!the!full!instrument.!

•  Need!to!inves)gate!chopping!/!modula)on!–!can!it!be!
done!in!front!of!the!instrument!with!the!foreop)cs?!

2/5/16! M.!Bradford!+!SuperSpec!team! 9!

Figure adapted from X-Spec / CCAT study 

grid 

P1 
horn 

P1 
spectrometer 

P2 horn 
(needs twist) 

P2 
spectrometer 

Concept: 
Small 
array of 
chips: 
Both pols 
in 3-5 
positions. 
 
(Will flesh 
out…) 



Poten)al!Phase!2!instrument!op)on!A:!!!MOS!
•  8!arcminute!field!at!LMT!is!big!enough!to!consider!a!

mul)(object!spectrometer.!

•  Field!is!~7000!beams!at!1.2!mm.!

•  An!opportunity!to!follow!up!the!bright!TolTEC!sources!
directly.!

•  Es)mated!source!densi)es!based!on!Planck!(should!
compare!with!your!es)mates!for!Toltec)!!!(z>5!values!
much!less!certain):!

•  ULIRGs!(1e12!Lsun)!–!takes!1!night!per!observa)on!
–  ~1e4!per!square!degree!at!all!z:!!140!per!field!

–  ~1e3!per!square!degree!with!z>5:!!!14!per!field!

•  L=3e11!Lsun!galaxies!–!takes!10!nights!per!observa)on!
–  ~4e4!per!square!degree!at!all!z:!!560!per!field!

–  ~4e3!per!square!degree!with!z>5:!!56!per!field.!

•  So!a!MOS!which!has!a!few!tens!up!to!~100!independent!
backends!could!make!sense.!

•  100(element!MOS!can!beat!ALMA!for!blind!spectral!
follow(up!

•  We!have!rough!design!for!CSST!/!CCAT,!but!this!would!
not!work!for!LMT,!need!smaller!patrol!regions.!

2/5/16! M.!Bradford!+!SuperSpec!team! 10!
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Poten)al!Phase!2!instrument!op)on!B:!

Imaging!Spectrometer!for!Blind!surveys!and!

[CII]!Tomography!in!the!Epoch!or!Reioniza)on!

!

!

Why!LMT!for!tomography?!!!Tomography!benefits!from!smaller!beam!because!
‘foreground’!sources!require!masking!with!the!15(m!beam.!!!Less!masking!is!
required!with!the!smaller!beam.!



Probing!the!Epoch!of!Reioniza)on!with!CII!

M.!Bradford!+!SuperSpec!team! 12!2/5/16!

The Astrophysical Journal, 789:149 (29pp), 2014 July 10 So et al.

Figure 1. H i density on slices through the 20 Mpc volume showing the growth, percolation, and final overlap of H ii regions. Panels show z = 9.18, 8.0, 7.0, and 6.1.
The box becomes fully ionized at z = 5.8 as the last neutral islands are overrun by the I fronts. Regions of extremely low H i density are shock-heated bubbles due to
supernova feedback.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 2. Evolution of the ionized volume fraction vs. redshift for hydrogen
ionized to less than one neutral in 103 atoms. As redshift decreases, the volume
filling fraction grows rapidly until around redshift of 6, at which time the rate of
growth slows significantly as the last neutral island is ionized. The sensitivity
of this curve to the ionization level is discussed in Section 3.1.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 3. Comparison of simulated and observed star formation rate densities
(SFRD) in units of M⊙ yr−1 Mpc−3 comoving. The blue curve labeled “This
Work” is from our 20 Mpc/8003 simulation, and “Bouwens et al. (2011)” are
observationally derived data points from Bouwens et al. (2011b) plotted without
error bars. The leveling off of the simulated SFRD is an artifact of the small
volume as a simulation carried out with identical physics, mass, and spatial
resolution but in 64 times the volume does not show this effect.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

6

So et al. 2014 model,  20 Mpc comoving slice. 

15

Fig. 6.— UV LFs at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, z ∼ 7, and z ∼ 8 renormalized to have approximately the same volume density at ∼ −21.1
mag (§4.2). There is strong evidence for an evolution in the effective slope of the UV LFs with redshift. The effective slope of the LF is
considerably steeper at z ∼ 7 and z ∼ 8 than it is at z ∼ 3-5.

likelihood LFs.
We elected to use a 0.5-mag binning scheme for the LFs

at z ∼ 4-8, consistent with past practice. To cope with
the noise in our SWML LF determinations that result
from deconvolving the transfer function (implicit in the
Vj,k term in Eq. 4) from the number counts nobserved,j ,
we have adopted a wider binning scheme at the faint-end
of the LF.
In deriving the LF from such a diverse data set, it

is essential to ensure that our LF determinations across
this data set are generally self consistent. We therefore
derived the UV LFs at z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, z ∼ 7, and z ∼
8 separately from the wide-area UDS+COSMOS+EGS
CANDELS observations, from the CANDELS-DEEP re-
gion within the CANDELS-North and South, from the
CANDELS-WIDE region within the CANDELS-North
and South, and from the BORG/HIPPIES observations.
As we demonstrate in Figure 22 from Appendix F, we
find good agreement between our LF determinations for
all four data sets, suggesting that the impact of system-
atics on our LF results will be quite limited in general.
After considering the LF results from each of our fields

separately, we combine our search results from all fields
under consideration to arrive at stepwise LFs at z ∼ 4-
8 for our overall sample. The results are presented in
Figure 4 and in Table 3. Broadly speaking, the LF de-
terminations over the range z ∼ 4-8 show clear evidence
for a steady build-up in the volume density and luminos-
ity of galaxies with cosmic time.

4.2. Schechter Function-Fit Results

We next attempt to represent the UV LFs at z ∼
4, z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, z ∼ 7, z ∼ 8, and z ∼ 10
using a Schechter-like parameterization (φ∗(ln(10)/2.5)

10−0.4(M−M∗)α e−10−0.4(M−M∗)
). Schechter functions ex-

hibit a power-law-like slope α at the faint end, with an ex-
ponential cut-off brightward of some characteristic lumi-
nosity M∗. The Schechter parameterization has proven

to be remarkably effective in fitting the luminosity func-
tion of galaxies at both low and high redshifts.
The procedure we use to determine the best-fit

Schechter parameters is that of Sandage, Tammann, &
Yahil (1979) and has long been the method of choice in
the literature. Like the SWML procedure of Efstathiou
et al. (1988), this approach determines the LF shape that
would most likely reproduces the observed surface den-
sity of galaxies in our many search fields. The approach
is therefore highly robust against large-scale structure
variations across the survey fields. As with the SWML
approach, one must normalize the LF derived using this
method in some way, and for this we require that the
total number of sources observed across our search fields
match the expected numbers.
We can make use of essentially the same procedure to

derive the maximum likelihood Schechter parameters as
we used for the stepwise LF in the previous section, after
we convert model Schechter parameters to the equiva-
lent stepwise LF. For this calculation, we adopt a 0.1-
mag binning scheme in comparing the stepwise LF to
the surface density of sources in our search fields. A 0.1-
mag binning scheme is sufficiently high resolution that it
will yield essentially the same results as estimates made
without binning the observations at all (e.g., Su et al.
2011).
Our maximum likelihood results for the Schechter

fits at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, z ∼ 7, and
z ∼ 8 are presented in Figure 5. Meanwhile, our
best-fit Schechter parameters are presented in Table 4
both using the XDF+HUDF09-Ps+ERS+CANDELS-
North+CANDELS-South data set alone and using the
full data set considered here. In Table 7 from Appendix
F, we also present determinations of the Schechter pa-
rameters from the CANDELS-North+XDF+HUDF09-
Ps fields and CANDELS-South+ERS+XDF+HUDF09-
Ps fields separately.
These results suggest that a good fraction of the evo-

lution in the UV LF at z > 4 may involve an evolution

L=1e10 
Lsun 

Bouwens et al. 
2014 
Includes UDS, 
COSMOS EGS 
CANDELS. 
 

UV surveys have not detected all the galaxies responsible for reionization.    
Particularly at early times, much of the photon flux is believed to originate in low 
luminosity dwarfs which are difficult to detect individually, even with JWST and 
ALMA.   E.g. Wise et al. 2014. 
Note also the UV measurements indicate an steepening of the LF at early times 
– in fact, light integral is not bounded. (e.g. Bouwens et la. 2014) 



Use maps to measure clustering, 
Instead of discrete sources. 
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But in 3 dimensions with imaging spectrometer, not 2 
Tomographic experiments now under way with CO, 21 cm. 
C+ and excellent candidate. 

Herschel SPIRE 



EoR!CII!tomography!key!points!
•  [CII]!is!an!approximately!universal!star!forma)on!indicator,!even!at!low!metallicity!(obviously!not!

Pop!III,!but!shortly!thereaaer).!!!Does!not!require!dust.!!!Also!is!agnos)c!about!the!IGM.!

•  Use!of!a!spectral!line!enables!true!3(D!tomography,!key!for!the!early!universe.!2(D!approaches!are!
swamped!by!the!z=1(3!galaxies.!!

•  Fourier(space!power!spectrum!measures!two(halo!clustering,!intra(halo!clustering!and!Poisson!
noise.!

–  2(halo!term!is!linear!in!the!mean!(total)!intensity!x!galaxy!bias,!so!can!be!used!to!measure!the!total!CII!
emission!as!a!func)on!of!redshia.!!A!path!to!total!star!forma)on!rate!which!naturally!integrates!the!full!
luminosity!func)on.!!!!

–  And!residuals!to!bright!sources!measure!the!low(L!part!of!the!Luminosity!func)on.!

–  Poisson!term!measures!second!moment!of!luminosity!func)on!(integral!of!L^2!dL),!so!favors!bright!
sources.!

•  CII(datasets(will(eventually(be(correlated(with(HI,(to(reveal(the(interplay(between(the(ionizing(
galaxies(and(the(forming(‘bubbles,’((specifically(the(bubble(size.(((see(Gong(et(al.,(2012)(

•  We(are(exploring(this(approach(with(10(E15(meter(telescopes,(but(we(already(know(that(the(COE
emiWng(‘foregrounds’((z=1E3(galaxies)(are(likely(to(dominate(the(fluctua9ons,(and(need(to(be(
removed((or(‘masked’)(from(the(dataset.((A(smaller(beam(such(as(that(on(the(LMT(enables(more(
efficient(masking(of(‘foreground’(CO(emi\ers.(

•  CII!tomography!papers:!
–  Gong!et!al.,!2012:!!h;p://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2012ApJ...745...49G!

–  Silva!et!al,!2015:!!h;p://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2015ApJ...806..209S!

–  Kogut!et!al.,!2015:!!h;p://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2015ApJ...806..234K!

–  Yue!et!al.,!2015!h;p://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2015MNRAS.450.3829Y!

~affiliated with our group 
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An!example![CII]!tomography!instrument:!TIME(Pilot!
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•  32!waveguide!gra)ng!spectrometers!!
–  As!used!in!Z(Spec!
–  R=100,!60!detectors!each!covering!186(324!GHz.!
–  At!least!42!channels!each!for!science,!up!to!18!can!be!atmospheric!monitors.!

•  1800!absorber(coupled!TES!bolometers!!
–  )me(domain!(NIST)!SQUID!MUX,!as!per!SCUBA(2,!BICEP(2.!
–  NEP!of!3e(18!well!in!hand!aaer!BLISS!/!SPICA!development.!

•  Novel!‘slab’!survey!geometry!with!most!of!low(k!informa)on!coming!from!
spectral!dimension.!
–  Requires!careful!deconvolu)on!between!instrument!modes!and!astrophysical!k!

bins.!

An!example![CII]!tomography!instrument:!TIME(Pilot!



TIMEEPilot(survey(geometry(and(instrument(modes.(
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•  Want!to!maximize!per(pixel!sensi)vity!–!go!deep!
with!small!area.!!!But!need!to!sample!small!k,!drives!
to!large!size!(don’t!want!to!rely!on!spectral!
direc)on!solely).!!!!

•  Our!approach:!156(beams!wide!x!1!beam(thick!
rectangle!on!the!sky!(140!Mpc!x!0.9!Mpc!on!the!
CSO).!!

•  Spectral!coverage!mapped!into!comoving!
coordinates!gives!large!z!direc)on:!195!to!318!GHz!
is!z=5.0!to!8.7,!a!total!of!1440!Mpc.!

140 Mpc 

1230 
Mpc 

0.9 

z=5.2 

z=8.5 



TIME(Pilot!Dataset!–!Expected!Sensi)vity!
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Halo-halo clustering  (linear term, 
encodes total CII emission ) 

Inter-halo 
clustering Shot noise 

•  [CII] autocorrelation spectra over 
the full TP band.   

•  [CII] EoR signal strength not 
known, consider various models. 

Constant SFR 
Gas physics calculation 
Millennium sim x 3e-3 

•  Error bars correspond to 240 hours 
on sky w/ JCMT. 

•  CO from z ~ 0.5 to 3 (multiple lines) 
is dominant signal in raw map 
(shown referred to CII survey 
geometry), but can be masked 
using galaxy catalogs. 

•  Cross correlations at CO 
frequencies with galaxy surveys 
can provide a CO census  

•  Smaller beam on the LMT 
greatly reduces concern 
about foreground CO 
emitters 
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Sonnet!Simula)ons!

Simulated 
response of a 
7-element 
filter-bank 

1/R = 1/Qfeed + 
1/Qdet 
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Superspec!first!genera)on!design!

Tc = 1 – 2 K 
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>90% coupling efficiency 
from 195 to 310 GHz 

Design and images by T. Reck 

Gen1!Probe(Fed!Waveguide!and!Horn!

>99% coupling efficiency 
from 200 to 295 GHz 

Multiple flare-angle feedhorn 
(Leech et al. 2011) 
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FTS!Measurements!

•  Full!band!spectra!measured!with!CASPER(ROACH!based!FPGA!readout!system!
(same!system!deployed!by!MAKO/CSO)!

•  Residual!out!of!band!response!typically!30dB!below!peak!

residuals 
BB channel 

Lorentizan Fit 

Normalized profiles of 71 spectral 
channels readout in parallel 
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Spectral!Sockout!+!Channel!Response!Reveals!Coupling!

•  Ra)o!of!the!spectral!channel!response!to!that!of!a!broadband!absorber,!+!!the!ra)os!of!
broadband!absorbers!before!and!aaer!the!channel,!fully!characterize!the!channel.!!

•  This!channel!that!is!undercoupled,!so!achieves!a!peak!coupling!efficiency!of!only!22%.!
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Spectral!Sockout!+!Channel!Response!Reveals!Coupling!

•  Spectral!response!characterized!with!a!coherent!source!radia)ng!directly!into!the!cryostat.!!

•  Broadband!absorbers!coupled!to!the!feedline!before!and!aaer!the!spectral!channels!are!used!to!
quan)fy!the!frac)on!of!the!power!on!the!line!removed!by!the!filter.!

•  A!well(matched!channel!detects!50%!of!the!power,!and!on(resonance!the!BB!aaer!/!BB!before!
ra)o!drops!to!0.20.!Shallower/deeper!dip!depths!indicate!weaker/stronger!coupling,!and!less!
than!50%!efficiency.!
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BB2 BB3 

BB1 BB4 

BB before:  
segments of TiN brought 

in proximity to the feedline 
before the channel  

BB after 

4

Fig. 2: Ratio of broadband chan-
nels after and before the filter bank
(black), spectral profiles ratioed to
a broadband channel before the fil-
ter bank for the 9 low-Q chan-
nels (red), and 3 Qfilt > 300 chan-
nels (blue), with arbitrary scaling.
Narrow features in the broadband
channel ratio at 235.7 and 238.9
GHz are due to the absorber-free
resonator, and a moderate-Q chan-
nel missing in readout, respectively.
Low-pass metal mesh filters reduce
the system transmission above 300
GHz. (Color figure online.)

ter the filter channels, and along the terminator enable the measurement of the total
power on the line. A dark KID is included to monitor sensitivity to direct stimula-
tion. Coupling to free space radiation is achieved with a dual-slot antenna behind a
hyperhemispherical alumina lens, which has an epoxy-based anti-reflection coat-
ing11.

3 Spectral Profiles

We probe the optical response of the circuit by making spectral scans with a swept
coherent source8. A ratio of the response of a spectral channel to that of a broad-
band channel produces the normalized spectral profile, while the relative responses
of broadband channels placed before and after the filter bank track the power re-
moved from the line by the resonator. In Figure 2 we show the results of a spectral
scan of the full circuit. All 9 of the low-Q, small gap spectral channels are present.
The measured resolving power of these channels is R ≈ 100−250, and increases
with increasing gap, as anticipated.

The broadband channel response ratio shows a narrow minimum at 235.7 GHz,
evidence of power removed from the feedline by the absorber-free millimeter-
wave resonator (Figure 3a). The shallow depth of this feature indicates that the
bulk of this loss is due to dissipation, with a loss characterized by Qloss = 1281.
This dissipation is consistent with previous estimates of loss in the SuperSpec
resonators, and is consistent with expectations for loss due to the SiNx dielectric8.
This loss will reduce the efficiency of each spectral channel by a factor of ηloss =
[1−Qfilt/Qloss]2, with ηloss = 0.59 → 0.85 for Qfilt = 300 → 100.

The moderate-Q channel at 242.5 GHz has the most well-isolated spectral pro-
file, and we have performed a detailed characterization of the spectral response and
sensitivity of this channel. In Figure 3b we show the normalized spectral response
and broadband channel ratio. A joint fit to these profiles yields Qfilt = 340. The
channel is undercoupled (Qdet < Qfeed), which reduces the detection efficiency.
The combination of undercoupling and additional loss described by Qloss results
in a modeled on-resonance detection efficiency of 22%.
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Introduction

Antenna coupled second generation design

Horn-coupled first generation devices

Cross section and dimensions for one 

resonator and KID, with large 

interdigitated capacitor and TiN 

inductor proximity-coupled to Nb 

microstrip.  

(above) Twin slot antenna layout. 

(below)  Photograph of an antenna-coupled 

SuperSpec die with 1cm hyper-

hemispherical Si lens. The current test 

devices include a Stycast epoxy AR 

coating.
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Cross section of the antenna-coupled 

device mounting hardware. The die sits in 

the recess at top and look down through a 

blackened cylinder and a metal-mesh low 

pass filter.

The Gen 1 SuperSpec prototype featured 

a sparse array of 73 filtered channels 

from 184–270 GHz, with additional 

broad-band absorbers.

KID coupling 

capacitors

mm-wave 

microstrip feedline

(horizontal)

KID resonator 

capacitors (TiN)

U-shaped half-

wave resonator 

made from Nb 

microstrip

mm-wave absorber = 

meandered KID 

inductor (TiN)

 Multiple flare-angle direct 

drilled horn with >90% 

efficiency from 190 to 315 

GHz. 

Bridged co-planar waveguide (CPW), not shown, connects the KID 

resonators in parallel to wirebond pads.

345um

New  test devices use a twin slot antenna and Si lens.  This provides 

less bandwidth than the horn coupled design, but simplifies 

fabrication.

SuperSpec is an compact on-chip spectrometer for mm 

and submm wavelength astronomy.  Its small size, wide 

spectral bandwidth, and highly multiplexed detector 

readout will enable construction of powerful multi-

object spectrometers for high-redshift observations.  The 

design employs a filter bank consisting of a series of 

superconducting microstrip resonators arranged along a 

transmission line. Each mm-wave resonator couples 

power from the transmission line to the inductive 

portion of a lumped element Kinetic Inductance 

Detector (KID) in which power in an adjustable narrow 

spectral band is deposited. The design is realized using 

thin film lithographic structures on a Si wafer, including 

Nb inverted microstrip transmission lines and titanium 

nitride lumped-element KID resonators operating at 

approximately 100 MHz.  Current test devices employ a 

lithographic twin-slot antenna with a 

hyperhemispherical Si lens.

We are currently testing a third generation of resonator 

designs. Compared to the devices presented previously, 

these test devices feature a significantly reduced 

inductor volume, additional test structures, and wider 

band channels.

Using resonator response and photon noise measured 

while observing thermal black-body and coherent 

optical sources, we measure the total system optical 

efficiency and infer a noise equivalent power (NEP) at 

the device below 10-17 W Hz ½. Broad band detectors 

located before and after filter bank elements are used to 

measure the coupling efficiency of individual filter 

elements and allow for a detailed comparison with 

simulations. Additional test structures are employed to 

measure the effective dielectric losses in the resonators. 

We will discuss these test results, and ongoing progress 

toward the production of observation-quality devices 

with improved response and on-chip efficiency. These 

include a filter bank with a resolving power of 

approximately R=100 operating in 195-310 GHz 

atmospheric band, optimized for tomographic intensity 

mapping of the 158 um [CII] line at high redshift (z>5), 

and a demonstration instrument with higher resolving 

power optimized for targeted observations of individual 

galaxies.

SuperSpec Concept

Mm-wave radiation on a feed line is coupled to narrow transmission 

line filters. Each filter in turn coupled to a broad-band power 

detector. Channel frequency and width are independently adjustable.

A schematic version of a filter bank spectrometer, with 

capacitive coupling between transmission lines and detectors, 

shown as resistors. In the physical implementation, proximity-

coupled superconducting microstrip lines deposit power in a the 

meandered inductor of a TiN KID.

Improving efficiency with back-shorted channels

data
model 
(Lorentzian)
residuals 
(binned)

system
bandpa

ss

Typical 
Channelizer

Channels show expected Lorentzian profiles, and 

typical out of band response  ≲ 0.1% of the peak 

response.

lens footprint

New third generation devices with improved sensitivity

New 3rd generation SuperSpec design 

features a 9 μm3 inductor, and mm-wave 

coupling designed for R=100, optimized 

for an intensity mapping experiment.

A range of physical spacings are used to 

bracket design values and calibrate 

simulations.

Test devices include broad band 

channels located along the transmission 

line before and after the filter bank 

resonators and within the extended 

terminator, and very high-R channels 

designed to measure material losses.

Simulation of the time-averaged currents in the Nb mm-wave resonator (solid 

red) and TiN absorber for a filter bank channel. 

Results

For the latest SuperSpec test results, 

see the accompanying poster by 

Steve  Hailey-Dunsheath.
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 Program, and the Science and Technology Facilities 

Council Ph.D studentship programme, and the Kavli 

Institute for Cosmological Physics NSF Physics 

Frontier Center.  Device fabrication is conducted at the 

JPL Microdevices Laboratory.

For an isolated transmission line filter on a transmission line, 

at most 50% of the incident power is transmitted to the 

detector. Two approaches to improve this are viable: adding 

reflective back-shorts to channels, and joining multiple mm-

wave detectors into a single KID inductor.

In the first approach, an unloaded resonator is placed downstream 

from the detector channel. Above is a transmission line model for a 

single back-shorted detector, followed by a microstrip 

implementation of a 210 GHz resonator. For a well-tuned isolated 

resonator, 100% absorption is possible. In a filter bank, simulations 

show that power lost to neighboring channels reduces that value to 

approximately 90% for realistic spacing.

An alternative approach is to connect the TiN meander 

from several independent mm-wave channels in series to 

form a single inductor.

Improving efficiency with multi-channel readout

Above is the relative signal to noise ratio for a photon-noise limited 

channels when detectors are read out in groups of N channels with a 

oversampling factor of Σ = R/Δf.

� Rapid spectroscopic followup of high redshift  galaxies.

Current continuum surveys (SPT, Herschel, SCUBA-2) will 

discover thousands of high redshift dusty submm galaxies. 

Future surveys on large telescopes will increase that by at 

least two orders of magnitude. Today, spectroscopic 

followup is already a bottleneck.  A multi-object 

spectrometer (MOS) or integral-field-unit on a large single-

dish telescope will be essential to understanding these 

sources.  A 100-object MOS on a 30m telescope could 

provide redshifts and  basic interstellar medium properties 

for hundreds of galaxies per night.

� Tomographic studies of the epoch of reionization (EoR) 

 While the individual galaxies that reionized the Universe 

are difficult to detect with even JWST and ALMA, their 

aggregate properties can be measured statistically by 

intensity mapping of the red-shifted 158 micron [CII] fine-

structure transition. With suitable 2-D spectrometer formats, 

the [CII] emission from unresolved EoR galaxies is 

detectable through its fluctuations in a spatial / spectral data 

cube.

.

Science with SuperSpec

Above is the simulated response in each channel for a 10 channel 

optimized back-short filter bank. Peak response is close to 80%, 

though the larger profile wings lead to only a 30% improvement in 

relative signal to noise, assuming photo-noise limited detectors.

Simulations show that by joining three channels in groups with a 

moderate oversampling factor, improvements in SNR of 35% are 

possible compared to the typical case of independent mm-wave 

channels.

3rd!Genera)on,!more!sensi)ve!device!

•  temp!
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Cross section of the antenna-coupled 

device mounting hardware. The die sits in 

the recess at top and look down through a 

blackened cylinder and a metal-mesh low 

pass filter.

The Gen 1 SuperSpec prototype featured 

a sparse array of 73 filtered channels 

from 184–270 GHz, with additional 

broad-band absorbers.
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 Multiple flare-angle direct 

drilled horn with >90% 

efficiency from 190 to 315 

GHz. 

Bridged co-planar waveguide (CPW), not shown, connects the KID 

resonators in parallel to wirebond pads.
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New  test devices use a twin slot antenna and Si lens.  This provides 

less bandwidth than the horn coupled design, but simplifies 

fabrication.

SuperSpec is an compact on-chip spectrometer for mm 

and submm wavelength astronomy.  Its small size, wide 

spectral bandwidth, and highly multiplexed detector 

readout will enable construction of powerful multi-

object spectrometers for high-redshift observations.  The 

design employs a filter bank consisting of a series of 

superconducting microstrip resonators arranged along a 

transmission line. Each mm-wave resonator couples 

power from the transmission line to the inductive 

portion of a lumped element Kinetic Inductance 

Detector (KID) in which power in an adjustable narrow 

spectral band is deposited. The design is realized using 

thin film lithographic structures on a Si wafer, including 

Nb inverted microstrip transmission lines and titanium 

nitride lumped-element KID resonators operating at 

approximately 100 MHz.  Current test devices employ a 

lithographic twin-slot antenna with a 

hyperhemispherical Si lens.

We are currently testing a third generation of resonator 

designs. Compared to the devices presented previously, 

these test devices feature a significantly reduced 

inductor volume, additional test structures, and wider 

band channels.

Using resonator response and photon noise measured 

while observing thermal black-body and coherent 

optical sources, we measure the total system optical 

efficiency and infer a noise equivalent power (NEP) at 

the device below 10-17 W Hz ½. Broad band detectors 

located before and after filter bank elements are used to 

measure the coupling efficiency of individual filter 

elements and allow for a detailed comparison with 

simulations. Additional test structures are employed to 

measure the effective dielectric losses in the resonators. 

We will discuss these test results, and ongoing progress 

toward the production of observation-quality devices 

with improved response and on-chip efficiency. These 

include a filter bank with a resolving power of 

approximately R=100 operating in 195-310 GHz 

atmospheric band, optimized for tomographic intensity 

mapping of the 158 um [CII] line at high redshift (z>5), 

and a demonstration instrument with higher resolving 

power optimized for targeted observations of individual 

galaxies.

SuperSpec Concept

Mm-wave radiation on a feed line is coupled to narrow transmission 

line filters. Each filter in turn coupled to a broad-band power 

detector. Channel frequency and width are independently adjustable.

A schematic version of a filter bank spectrometer, with 

capacitive coupling between transmission lines and detectors, 

shown as resistors. In the physical implementation, proximity-

coupled superconducting microstrip lines deposit power in a the 

meandered inductor of a TiN KID.

Improving efficiency with back-shorted channels
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Channels show expected Lorentzian profiles, and 

typical out of band response  ≲ 0.1% of the peak 

response.

lens footprint

New third generation devices with improved sensitivity

New 3rd generation SuperSpec design 

features a 9 μm3 inductor, and mm-wave 

coupling designed for R=100, optimized 

for an intensity mapping experiment.

A range of physical spacings are used to 

bracket design values and calibrate 

simulations.

Test devices include broad band 

channels located along the transmission 

line before and after the filter bank 

resonators and within the extended 

terminator, and very high-R channels 

designed to measure material losses.

Simulation of the time-averaged currents in the Nb mm-wave resonator (solid 

red) and TiN absorber for a filter bank channel. 

Results

For the latest SuperSpec test results, 

see the accompanying poster by 
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 Program, and the Science and Technology Facilities 

Council Ph.D studentship programme, and the Kavli 

Institute for Cosmological Physics NSF Physics 

Frontier Center.  Device fabrication is conducted at the 

JPL Microdevices Laboratory.

For an isolated transmission line filter on a transmission line, 

at most 50% of the incident power is transmitted to the 

detector. Two approaches to improve this are viable: adding 

reflective back-shorts to channels, and joining multiple mm-

wave detectors into a single KID inductor.

In the first approach, an unloaded resonator is placed downstream 

from the detector channel. Above is a transmission line model for a 

single back-shorted detector, followed by a microstrip 

implementation of a 210 GHz resonator. For a well-tuned isolated 

resonator, 100% absorption is possible. In a filter bank, simulations 

show that power lost to neighboring channels reduces that value to 

approximately 90% for realistic spacing.

An alternative approach is to connect the TiN meander 

from several independent mm-wave channels in series to 

form a single inductor.

Improving efficiency with multi-channel readout

Above is the relative signal to noise ratio for a photon-noise limited 

channels when detectors are read out in groups of N channels with a 

oversampling factor of Σ = R/Δf.

� Rapid spectroscopic followup of high redshift  galaxies.

Current continuum surveys (SPT, Herschel, SCUBA-2) will 

discover thousands of high redshift dusty submm galaxies. 

Future surveys on large telescopes will increase that by at 

least two orders of magnitude. Today, spectroscopic 

followup is already a bottleneck.  A multi-object 

spectrometer (MOS) or integral-field-unit on a large single-

dish telescope will be essential to understanding these 

sources.  A 100-object MOS on a 30m telescope could 

provide redshifts and  basic interstellar medium properties 

for hundreds of galaxies per night.

� Tomographic studies of the epoch of reionization (EoR) 

 While the individual galaxies that reionized the Universe 

are difficult to detect with even JWST and ALMA, their 

aggregate properties can be measured statistically by 

intensity mapping of the red-shifted 158 micron [CII] fine-

structure transition. With suitable 2-D spectrometer formats, 

the [CII] emission from unresolved EoR galaxies is 

detectable through its fluctuations in a spatial / spectral data 

cube.

.

Science with SuperSpec

Above is the simulated response in each channel for a 10 channel 

optimized back-short filter bank. Peak response is close to 80%, 

though the larger profile wings lead to only a 30% improvement in 

relative signal to noise, assuming photo-noise limited detectors.

Simulations show that by joining three channels in groups with a 

moderate oversampling factor, improvements in SNR of 35% are 

possible compared to the typical case of independent mm-wave 

channels.

Devices yielding with 
near unit efficiency 



Loss!in!Nb!/!SiN!Microstrip!

•  Comparison!of!designed!and!measured!Q!
indicates!a!source!of!loss!characerized!by!Qloss!~!
1440!((>!likely!SiNx!ILD!in!microstrip!

•  Similar!result!found!with!dedicated!loss!test!
device.!

•  Greater!than!50%!of!the!incident!power!lost!for!
Q!>!420!

•  Addi)onal!frequencies!included!in!coming!
devices.!

BB ref 

Normalized 
Data 
 
Lorentzian
Fit Qloss ~ 1440 

tan δ ~ 7 x 10-4 

no loss 
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Gen-1 data 

Gen-3: S21 
of dedicated 
loss-test 
resonator 



Responsivity!of!TiN!

•  Coherent!source!used!to!measure!response!as!a!func)on!of!loading.!!

•  We!find!only!weak!reduc)on!in!response!out!to!very!high!loading.!
–  At!high!loadings!the!large!quasi(par)cle!density!is!expected!to!reduce!the!tau_QP,!and!this!responsivity.!!

•  To!a!good!approxima)on!the!frequency!shia!is!linear!with!power!(=constant!
responsivity).!!!Anomalous!but!promising!for!instrumenta)on.!
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RV!vs!P/V!plot!

MAKO (Tc = 1.2K)  
200 µm 

 
1.1 mm 

 

SuperSpec 
(Tc = 1.65K) 

1.3 mm "∝#↓%& = #↓max /1+ )↓%& / )↑∗   
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Noise!Measurements!

•  Smaller!inductor,!1.2!K!Tc!have!increased!response.!

•  Now!clearly!photon!noise!limited,!even!for!science(grade!loadings.!
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R=100 on 
Mauna Kea 



Inferring!Total!System!Efficiency!

•  Coherent!source!is!shot!noise!source!(no!wave!noise)!

•  Slope!of!shot!noise!with!variance!gives!absolute!system!responsivity.!

•  With!bandwidth!then!get!total!system!efficiency.!
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6

Fig. 4: (a) Noise spectra from an R = 340 channel under external optical loadings of 673 K
(black), 293 K (red), and 62 K (orange), referenced to the detector. Also shown is the fractional
frequency noise spectrum on a high-R spectral channel (blue), converted to an NEP assuming
a constant responsivity for all detectors on the die. The background-limited NEP for an R =
100 ground-based spectrometer is also indicated (dotted line). (b) Fractional frequency noise
averaged over 400− 800 Hz as a function of loading from a coherent source (blue points) and
thermal sources (red points), along with model fits (lines). Models for thermal loading include
additional noise due either to a constant device noise (solid) or 8 K of internal loading (dashed).
(Color figure online.)

the pair-breaking timescale, and set ηs = 2∆/hν 16. Equation 1 then reduces to
∂Sxx/∂P = 2R2(2hν).

The scaling of Sxx with coherent source power shown in Figure 4b yields
R = 9.7 × 108 W−1, and a full system optical efficiency of ηsys = 10%. This
responsivity is significantly higher than in previous SuperSpec devices, and fol-
lows the reduction in inductor volume and Tc incorporated in the Gen 3 design.
The combined optical efficiency of the filter stack, antenna, and spectrometer is
expected to be 13% for this channel, slightly higher than measured. An improved
spectrometer efficiency will result from better matching Qfeed and Qdet in future
devices. Increasing ηsys to 20% would reduce the background-limited system NEP
by ≈25%.

The measured Sxx under thermal loading is larger than under loading from the
coherent source, due to the additional wave noise. For the values of R and ηsys

determined above, the measured noise is in excess of a model that only considers
photon noise from the external load. In Figure 4b we overplot models that account
for this excess with either a fixed device noise, or a fixed 8K loading. The latter
model is slightly favored, particularly for the point at Text = 62 K, and provides a
constraint on loading from within the cryostat.

Figure 4a shows that the noise is still photon-dominated at the lowest opti-
cal loading achieved here. This provides an upper limit to the detector-limited

NEP of 1.4× 10−17 W Hz−1/2, very close to the background-limited NEP value

of 1.3× 10−17 W Hz−1/2 appropriate for a ground-based R = 100 spectrometer.
We also show the noise measured for a narrower bandwidth R > 1000 spectral
channel (ν = 317 GHz; Figure 2), in which the fractional frequency noise Sxx has

been converted to an NEP < 10−17 W Hz−1/2 assuming the same responsivity as
measured for the R = 340 channel. This narrow band channel has a low optical
loading, and the low photon-limited NEP inferred here suggests the current de-

5

Fig. 3: (a) Relative response of a pair of broadband channels placed after and before the filter
bank, near the resonant frequency of an absorber-free millimeter-wave resonator (open symbols).
Model fit indicates Qloss = 1281 (red). (b) Spectral profile of an R = 340 channel normalized
to a broadband channel placed after the filter bank, with an additional arbitrary scaling (black),
relative response of a pair of broadband channels placed after and before the filter bank (gray),
and model fits (red). The broadband channel ratio at ν ! 244 GHz is reduced by a spectral
channel at ν = 248 GHz. (Color figure online.)

4 Noise Characterization

In Figure 4a we show noise spectra measured for the R = 340 channel under a
range of optical loadings. Hot loads (Text > 273 K) are achieved by reimaging the
beam waist onto the aperture of a cavity blackbody, while a cold load is obtained
by placing a mirror in front of the cryostat entrance window. The detector is photon
noise limited down to the lowest measured loading, corresponding to Text = 62 K.

The scaling of shot noise with optical loading is a standard method of esti-
mating the responsivity and optical efficiency of KIDs12. Previous measurements
have characterized KIDs illuminated by cryogenic blackbody loads, with a high
ratio of optical frequency to load temperature ensuring a low occupation number
and negligible wave noise12,13,14,15. Our approach is to measure the photon noise
under loading from a coherent source, which generates pure shot noise. Swapping
the coherent source for a hot thermal source, while conserving the detected power,
then allows a separate measurement of the wave noise contribution.

In Figure 4b we show the fractional frequency (x = δ fr/ fr) noise PSD (Sxx)
with the system exposed to power from either an external thermal load, or from a
coherent source. With the coherent source in place the change in Sxx with respect
to a change in the absorbed optical power P is:

∂Sxx

∂P
= R

2(2hν)

[

1+
NEP2

rec

NEP2
shot

]

, (1)

where R = dx/dP is the fractional frequency responsivity, and the ratio NEP2
rec/NEP2

shot
accounts for the additional contribution of quasiparticle recombination noise. This
ratio may be written as NEP2

rec/NEP2
shot = 2∆/hνηs, where ∆ is the supercon-

ducting gap, and ηs is the pair-breaking efficiency. For ν = 242.5 GHz we have
hν/∆ ≈ 5.3, and the breaking of Cooper pairs by phonons with energies greater

than 2∆ may potentially increase ηs
16. However, as our films are thin (t = 20

nm), we assume the time scale for phonon loss from the film is much shorter than

=2R2(2hν)"

Hailey-Dunsheath et 
al. LTD proceedings 



System!Transmission,!Next!Steps!

•  S)ll!need!to!match!Qs!to!achieve!op)mal!coupling.!
–  Especially!Nb!/!Nb!coupling!Q.!

•  Have!generated!both!under(coupled!and!over!coupled!devices!!with!high!yield,!so!obtaining!
desired!Q!is!possible.!!!!Developing!designs!with!lithographically!adjustable!Qs.!

•  Next!step!is!R~100!50(channel!device!covering!nearly!full!band.!

•  Study!low(frequency!performance!–!common!mode!noise!or!device!1/f?!

•  Exploring!instrument!opportuni)es!on!mm(wave!telescopes!
–  1)!Galaxy!follow!up!spectroscopy,!single(beam!but!atmospheric!subtrac)on!pixels.!

!(eventually!mul)(object!system!on!new!30(meter!telescope.)!

–  2)!Tomography!instrument!for!CII!/!CO.!

Source( Efficiency(

Windows/Filter! 0.7!

Beam!Trunca)on! 0.9!

Antenna!/!Lens! 0.9!

Spectrometer! 0.22!

Expected!Total! 0.13(

Measured! 0.10(

0.34 with stronger coupling,  
0.50 with better dielectric 

missing ~30% 
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Op)mizing!Filterbank!Design!w/!Loss!

•  Op)miza)on!favors!higher!Σ!(oversampling)!because!it!obtains!more!signal.!

•  Broad!op)mum!of!channel!R!between!300(700!for!Qloss!of!1300.!

•  Penalty!on!order!2x!rela)ve!to!idealized!perfect!system.!
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Figure 7: Optimal R for a spectrometer ⌃ to get the lowest NEP. All curves have constant loss tan Q
loss

=
1300

4 Binned Channels in a Filterbank

We can sum multiple detectors in one channel so that our spcetral channel profiles approach those of the
perfect filterbank. Figure 8 illustrates the filterbank when we bin together three detectors in a filterbank.
The total profiles have higher e�ciency and more square. We label a bini by channeli which has the peak
response. The first and last bin are artifically larger than the representative channels in the middle of the
filterbank because we chose to simulate a smaller filterbank.

We can find a correlation matrix that finds the power response of channeli in binj . An ideal filterbank
would have the correlation hi|ji = �ij . Figure 9 shows a family of correlation matrices as we vary detector
spacing (using ⌃) and as we sum up multiple detectors. We can see that the filterbank that deviates furthest
from the ideal spectrometer is (c), when we have high oversampling factor without any binning. Conversly
the filterbank closest to the ideal spectrometer is (g) when we have high binning and low oversampling. The
scale is in dB.

Figure 8

8

NEP at front of 
instrument, 
assume 50% 
efficiency to 
filterbank 

‘Ideal’ filterbank: 
square 
bandpasses, 
50% efficiency, 
no loss Corwin Shiu + 

Steve HD 



Extra!Slides!
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Masking!CO!for!TIME(Pilot!

Expect we need to mask ~10% of our voxels to reduce CO variance, but need to ID CO sources 

Jason Sun at Caltech 



Example![CII]!power!spectra!!
(this!for!0.1!Msun/yr!/!Mpc^3,!constant!CII!frac)on)!

•  Example power spectra calculations for 300 hours at goal sensitivity assuming 84-
element spectrometer.   (Y. Gong / A. Cooray @ UC Irvine) 

•  Halo-halo clustering term encodes mean intensity (with galaxy bias). 

•  MOS or IFU approximately equally capable for this experiment. 

Large scale structure 
and galaxy-galaxy 
clustering 

Poisson (shot) 
noise due to 
discrete galaxies 

37!

8 Uzgil, Aguirre, Bradford, & Lidz

lower integration time (i.e., greater noise) per voxel, and
SNR decreases. The lack of significant change in SNR
when including or excluding cosmic variance in the error
budget for the balloon experiment indicates that the sur-
vey is not cosmic-variance limited. We do not consider
surveys with areas less than a square degree because this
prohibits measurement of power on large physical scales
(cf. top panel of Figure 6).
To better demonstrate how the observational parame-

ters drive the behavior of SNR, we rewrite P
N

in terms of
the parameters from Table 1 (where the units of A

survey

have been converted to physical area in units of Mpc2

h�2) giving

P
N

=
�
�2

N

A
pix

�rvox
los

�
/

 
tsurvey
obs

n
beams

/Nspatial

instr

!

=
�
�2

N

A
pix

�rvox
los

�
/

 
tsurvey
obs

Nspatial

instr

A
survey

/A
pix

!

= �2

N

�rvox
los

A
survey

tsurvey
obs

Nspatial

instr

(13)

In this form, it becomes apparent that—with fixed num-
ber of spatial pixels, spectral resolution, and total ob-
serving time—the only factor driving up the amplitude
of noise power is the survey area; the e↵ect of increas-
ing aperture only allows access to higher wavenumbers,
which is important for subtracting the shot noise from
the total power to reveal the clustering.

3.2. Measuring Line Luminosity Density Over Cosmic
Time

As noted above, intensity mapping is naturally sen-
sitive to the full range of galaxy luminosities through
the mean intensity, which is imprinted in the linear (2-
halo) clustering term. Shot noise must be accurately
subtracted, and this should be straightforward given the
high SNR in the shot-noise dominated k bins (Figure 5).
Next, per Equation 1, a measurement of the clustering
power in the line emission directly constrains the product
S̄2

i

b̄2
i

. To extract S̄
i

, it is necessary to divide out P
�,�

(k, z)
and b̄2

[CII]

(z). The confidence with which these are a pri-

ori known quantities becomes lower as k increases. For
example, the 1-halo power spectrum for DSFGs appears
to be dependent on the IR luminosity of the contributing
sources (Viero et al. 2012), indicating the need to map
su�ciently wide areas that access k modes where the
power is largely independent of the level of 1-halo power.
In the case of the galaxy bias, measurements of the an-
gular dependence of the clustering can, in principle, be
used to independently solve for b̄

i

via the anisotropy in
the angular power spectrum induced by redshift space
distortions, as suggested in Lidz et al. (2011).
Returning to Figure 6 (top panel), we see that, for

the purpose of measuring S̄
[CII]

with the fiducial survey
of 1 deg2 with the balloon experiment, there are two k
bins (k = 0.16 and 0.32 h/Mpc) in which the 2-halo
clustering accounts for at least 80% of the total power.
(A survey with 10 deg2, also shown in Figure 6, is wide
enough to have three k bins available in the linear regime,
but the sensitivity on the additional mode with tsurvey

obs

=
450 hours is marginal.) Thus, in considering the case of

A
survey

= 1.0 deg2, we find that it is possible to mea-
sure the co-moving [CII] luminosity density, ⇢

[CII]

(z), in
physical units of L� (Mpc/h)�3,

⇢
[CII]

(z) =

Z
dlogL

IR

�(L
IR

, z)f
[CII]

L
IR

(14)

= S̄
[CII]

4⇡�
[CII],rest

H(z), (15)

within ⇠ 10% accuracy from z = 0.63 to z = 1.48, as
depicted in Figure 7. Here, the fractional uncertainty
on ⇢

[CII]

(z) (or, equivalently, on S̄
[CII]

(z) via the map-
ping described in Equation 15) has been calculated ac-
cording to standard error propagation as half the frac-
tional uncertainty on P

[CII],[CII]

(k, z), so that the SNR
on S̄

[CII]

(z) is twice the SNR on the clustering power
spectrum, P clust

i,i

(k, z):

SNR on S̄
[CII]

= 2⇥

vuut X

linear k�bins only

 
P clust

i,i

(k)

�
clust

(k)

!
2

,

(16)
where �

clust

is merely the shot-noise subtracted version
of Equation 11, or, explicitly,

�
clust

(k) =

s�
P clust

i,i

(k) + P
N

(k)
�
2

N
modes

(k)
(17)

In Figure 7, we also include, for comparison, an esti-

Figure 7. Error bar estimates on ⇢[CII], as measured by the fidu-
cial balloon experiment, at redshifts z = 0.63, 0.88, 1.16, and 1.48.
Errors in z correspond to the redshift space spanned by the spec-
trometer bandwidth. The solid blue curve is the underlying, fidu-
cial Béthermin-Spinoglio model for [CII] luminosity density. The
luminosity density of other bright IR lines, also from the fiducial
model, are shown as the dashed colored curves, and the dotted
curve is an estimate for ⇢[CII] based on the fit to SFRD(z) pro-
vided by Hopkins & Beacom (2006), where we have used constant
ratios of L[CII] to L

IR

equal to 0.001 (bottom curve) and 0.003
(top curve) to convert from IR luminosity density to [CII] lumi-
nosity density. Note that one can distinguish the di↵erent cosmic
[CII] emission histories with the fiducial balloon experiment.

mate for ⇢
[CII]

(z) based on the analytic fit to SFRD(z)
provided by Hopkins & Beacom (2006) and flat ratios
of L

[CII]

/L
IR

= 0.001 and 0.003. (For this purpose, we
use the standard relation between SFRD and infrared
luminosity described in Kennicutt (1998).)

2 Uzgil, Aguirre, Bradford, & Lidz

PAPER (Parsons et al. 2013), MWA (Tingay et al. 2013))
because intensity mapping is the only means of studying
the intergalactic HI light. [CII] later emerged as an EoR
intensity mapping candidate since it both o↵ers a way
to probe the clustering of sources from the faint-end of
the luminosity function, and provides an opportunity for
cross-correlation with the HI datasets (Gong et al. 2012).
In addition to tracing large-scale structure, [CII] also

contains astrophysical information about the conditions
in star-forming galaxies. With an ionization potential
of 11.6 eV, it arises in both ionized and neutral atomic
gas. Empirically, it is an important coolant, often the
brightest single line in the spectrum of a star-forming
galaxy, emitting as much as 0.5–1% of the total far-IR
luminosity (Malhotra et al. 1997; Luhman et al. 1998;
Stacey et al. 2010; Graciá-Carpio et al. 2011). The ratio
of the [CII] luminosity to the total bolometric luminosity
can be used as a diagnostic tool that provides: (1) a
measure of the star-formation activity, (2) a measure of
the spatial extent (or “mode”) of star formation, and
(3) an AGN/starburst discriminant (Hailey-Dunsheath
et al. 2010; Stacey et al. 2010; Graciá-Carpio et al. 2011;
Sargsyan et al. 2012; Dı́az-Santos et al. 2013).
The broader suite of far-IR lines probes all phases

of the interstellar medium, and the negligible optical
depth of galaxies at far-IR wavelengths ensures that
even the most heavily embedded regions where stars
form and black holes grow are revealed. For the
atomic and ionized medium, the key far-infrared emis-
sion lines are those of C, N, & O (e.g., [OI]63µm,
146µm, [CII]158µm, [OIII]52µm, 88µm, [NIII]57µm, and
[NII]122µm, 205µm). The emitting species cover more
than an order of magnitude in ionization potential and
they strongly constrain the density and temperature of
the ionized and neutral gas, and the strength and hard-
ness of the interstellar radiation field. These physical pa-
rameters then reveal the relative importance of the black
hole vs. the hot young stars to the overall energy budget,
and constrain the stellar e↵ective temperatures (Rubin
1985; Dale et al. 2004; Colbert et al. 1999; Malhotra et al.
2001; Ferkinho↵ et al. 2011; Lebouteiller et al. 2012, e.g.).
The suite of carbon, oxygen and nitrogen transitions also
measure abundances (Garnett et al. 2004; Lester et al.
1987; Nagao et al. 2011).
Line intensity mapping experiments targeting the fine-

structure metal lines at post-Reionization redshifts can
o↵er a proof of principle of the approach, similar to mea-
surements of the HI autocorrelation power spectrum at
z ⇠ 0.8 (Chang et al. 2010; Switzer et al. 2013), and
provide a complete census of galaxies during an impor-
tant phase in the star formation history of the Universe.
While the redshifted far-IR lines are not accessible from
the ground in this redshift range, a balloon- or space-
borne intensity mapping experiment with broad wave-
length coverage can in principle measure the mean inten-
sities of these lines through cosmic time, thereby charting
the evolution of the star-formation conditions in galaxies
in an absolute, aggregate sense. Here we consider a first
step in this direction: a measurement of [CII] autocorre-
lation in multiple bins through the 0.5 < z < 1.5 epoch.
[CII] and far-IR lines in general ought to be particularly
well-suited to this time frame, as z ⇠ 1.5 is believed to
be the peak in the dust attenuation in galaxies, when
roughly 80% of the cosmic star formation rate density

is obscured and captured only in the infrared emission
of re-processed starlight by dust grains (Burgarella et al.
2013). From a practical standpoint, [CII] in this epoch
is relatively free of interloper lines, as will be shown.
The organization of this paper is as follows. We have

estimated the mean intensity for a suite of fine-structure
IR emission lines, including the [CII] line, based on em-
pirical IR luminosity functions and line-to-IR luminos-
ity correlations, and present these results in the context
of a power spectrum model in Section 2. In Section 3,
we envision suitable platforms for conducting the [CII]
intensity mapping experiment and discuss the feasibil-
ity of detecting the [CII] power spectra in terms of the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). From the predicted power
spectra, we provide estimates for accuracy in measuring
the mean [CII] intensity as a function of redshift. To bet-
ter assess the value of intensity mapping studies in the
case of [CII] at moderate redshifts, and of intensity map-
ping experiments in general, we compare in Section 4 the
performance of the intensity mapping approach against
spectroscopic galaxy surveys that rely on individual de-
tections of sources to measure the total emission and
power spectrum. In particular, we examine the e↵ects
of variations in luminosity function shape, aperture di-
ameter (and, consequently, voxel size), and experimental
noise on the ability of each observational method to mea-
sure the power spectrum and provide a complete view of
the galaxy population.

2. PREDICTIONS FOR FAR-IR LINE POWER SPECTRA

2.1. Relationship Between Galaxy Populations and
Fluctuation Power

The complete autocorrelation power spectrum of a
given far-IR fine-structure line i as a function of
wavenumber k, P

i,i

(k, z), can be separated into power
from the clustering of galaxies, P clust

i,i

(k, z) and a Pois-

son term arising from their discrete nature, P shot

i,i

(z).
We compute the full nonlinear matter power spectrum,
P
�,�

(k, z), using the publicly available code HALOFIT+
(http://camb.info), which has been the standard tool
for predicting matter power spectra upon its success in
fitting state-of-the-art dark matter simulations over a
decade ago (Smith et al. 2003). The clustering compo-
nent of the line power spectrum is then written as (Visbal
& Loeb 2010)

P clust

i,i

(k, z) = S̄2

i

(z)b̄
i

2

(z)P
��

(k, z). (1)

Here we implicitly assume that the fluctuations in line
emission trace the matter power spectrum with some
linear bias, b̄

i

(z), but note that we use the full nonlin-
ear matter power spectrum. This should be an adequate
approximation for our study, since the Poisson term (see
Equation 3) will dominate on small-scales where the non-
linearities become significant. For our target redshift
range and likely [CII] emitters, b̄

i

is reasonably well-
constrained to be between 2 and 3 (Cooray et al. 2010;
Jullo et al. 2012), so we have assumed a single bias at
each redshift, although a more sophisticated model would
allow for variation of the source bias with the host halo
mass (and thus luminosity). It should be straightforward
to be rescale the results for other assumptions about bias.
The mean line intensity, S̄

i

(z), in units of Jy sr�1, can
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Sockout!Measurement!

Qr/Qc 
 

0.15 
 

0.25 
 

0.50 

BB channels – sections of 
meandered TiN in proximity to 
feedline, approx λ in length 

BB2 BB3 

BB1 BB4 

BB1 + BB2 

Spec channel 
BB1 + BB2 

BB3 + BB4 
BB1 + BB2 Modeling indicates 

  - Qr/Qc ~ 0.25 
  - Absorbed fraction ~ 37% 
 
With Qloss = 1440 
 - Detected fraction ~ 28% 
 - Can achieve ~ 34% with R = 
250, adjusted dimensions 

Q = 282 
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Close!to!linear!frequency!shia!with!loading!

lN2 

For a factor of 16 increase in loading:  
   - expect δf/δP ~ P-0.5, should drop by 4x 
   - find δf/δP drops by only 1.3x 
-> TiN can be run at high power density 
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